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TOPIC:

EXPOSURE PROTECTION- PLAYPIPE (3 PERSON)

TIME FRAME:

5:00

LEVEL OF COMPLEXITY:

Level 3

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:
Condition:

Given a 3 person engine company, a structure equipped fire
engine, and full structural PPE

Behavior:

The engine company will complete a simulated exposure
protection defensive attack, as a first due engine

Standard:

100% accuracy within 5 minutes

PERFORMANCE:

Time starts when Engineer stops at hydrant:
Captain:
 Perform a Size Up
 Transmit a Report on Conditions (ROC)
 Dismount and Don SCBA (mask not in place)
 Perform 360 Walk
 Ensure exposure operations are proceeding accurately
 Transmit updated report
 Assign next in resource
Engineer:
 Spot near hydrant
 Complete forward lay (200’)
 Set air brakes
 Places pump in gear and exit the engine
 Chock wheels
 Make LDH connection and state “Ready for Water”
 Assist the firefighter in clearing the hosebed
 Charge hoseline (300’ 3” @ 325 GPM)

Performance standards are designed to assure that all fire personnel are capable of completing the duties
assigned to their respective position. All personnel should remember that while engaging in firefighting
operations, the order and/or priority of some tasks may be changed by the company officer.
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Firefighter:
 Dismount from the engine with SCBA donned
 Retrieve LDH from hosebed
 Wrap hydrant and state “Lay Line”
 Flush hydrant
 Make LDH connection
 Charge LDH
 Deploy hoseline (300’ 3”)
 Create hotel coil and assure hoseline is properly flaked
 Retrieve nozzle from Engineer
 Connect nozzle, call for water, and flush nozzle
Time stops when nozzle is flowing at correct pressure

NOTES:

***Automatic Fail***
- If any participant cannot complete their given tasks
- If the Engine Company cannot complete the standard
within the given time

Performance standards are designed to assure that all fire personnel are capable of completing the duties
assigned to their respective position. All personnel should remember that while engaging in firefighting
operations, the order and/or priority of some tasks may be changed by the company officer.

